The feature-rich electronic and magnetic properties of fluorine-doped graphene nanoribbons are investigated by the first-principles calculations. They arise from the cooperative or competitive relations among the significant chemical bonds, finite-size quantum confinement and edge structure. There exist C-C, C-F, and F-F bonds with the multi-orbital hybridizations. Fluorine adatoms can create the p-type metals or the concentration-and distribution-dependent semiconductors, depending on whether the π bonding is seriously suppressed by the top-site chemical bonding. Furthermore, five kinds of spin-dependent electronic and magnetic properties cover the non-magnetic and ferromagnetic metals, the non-magnetic semiconductors, and the anti-ferromagnetic semiconductors with/without the spin splitting. The diverse essential properties are clearly revealed in the spatial charge distribution, the spin density, and the orbitalprojected density of states.
Introduction
of transition metal Co/Ni adatoms will induce the metallic band structures with free conduction electrons, 33 in which the spin-split energy bands correspond to the ferromagnetic configuration. However, alkali adatoms can create the non-magnetic metals in AGNRs and the ferromagnetic ones in ZGNRs under specific distributions. 34 The ligand-protected aluminum clusters adsorbed AGNRs lead to the semiconducting or metallic band structures, depending on their kinds. 35 As for molecule adsorptions, (CO, NO, NO 2 , O 2 , N 2 , CO 2 ) do not change the semiconducting behavior, 36 while NH 3 presents the n-type doping. On the experimental side, the adsorption of hydrogen molecules on the Pd-functionalized multi-layer
GNRs are successfully obtained, 37 and tin oxide nanoparticles are also synthesized on GNRs to form a composite material. 38 These results indicate that surface chemical adsorption may serve as a tool for controlling the electronic properties of GNRs. 39 However, a systematic theoretical study on the halogen-adsorbed GNRs is absent up to now. Fluorine adatoms have very strong electron affinity; they are thus expected to present the significant chemical bondings with carbon atoms and greatly diversify the essential properties.
This work is focused on the essential geometric, electronic and magnetic properties of fluorine-doped GNRs. They are explored in detail by using the density functional theory.
The bond lengths, positions of adatoms, ground state energies, energy bands, spatial charge distributions, free carrier densities, spin densities, magnetic moments, and density of states (DOS) are evaluated using the first-principles calculations. The dependence on concentration, distribution of adatoms, and edge structure is fully included in the calculations. By the detailed analyses, the critical orbital hybridizations in chemical bonds are identified from atom-dominated energy bands, the spatial charge distribution, and the orbital-projected
DOSs. The current study shows that they are responsible for the diverse electronic and magnetic properties, covering the ferromagnetic and non-magnetic metals, the non-magnetic semiconductors, and the anti-ferromagnetic semiconductors with/without spin splitting. Furthermore, the feature-rich band structures are reflected in a lot of prominent peaks in DOSs.
The predicted optimal geometries, energy bands and DOSs could be verified by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 40 angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) 41 and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), 42 respectively.
Computational methods
The essential properties of F-doped GNRs are investigated by using the Vienna ab initio simulation package 43 within the spin-polarized density functional theory. The exchange and correlation energies, which come from the many-particle Coulomb interactions, are evaluated from the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional 44 under the generalized gradient approximation. Furthermore, the projector-augmented wave pseudopotentials can characterize the electron-ion interactions. 45 Plane waves, with an maximum energy cutoff of 400 eV, are utilized to calculate wave function and state energies. The 1D periodic boundary condition is alongx, and the vacuum spacing associated withŷ andẑ is larger than 15 Å to avoid the interactions between two neighboring nanoribbons. The Brillouin zone is sampled by 15×1×1
and 100×1×1 k point meshes within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme for geometric optimizations and further calculations on electronic structures, respectively. The convergence for energy is set to be 10 −5 eV between two simulation steps, and the maximum Hellmann-Feynman force acting on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å during the ionic relaxations.
Results and discussion
The geometric, electronic and magnetic properties of fluorine-adsorbed GNRs are in- In general, the double-side adsorptions have the lower ground state energies E 0 's , compared to the single-side cases (Table 1) . The optimal adatom position is situated at the top site, regardless of any doping cases. Fluorination can induce the buckled GNR structure. Carbon atoms nearest to F deviate from the graphene plane, being sensitive to distributions and concentrations. For single adatom adsorption, the carbon heights are, respectively, 0.053 Å and 0.133 Å at center and edge of GNR. They obviously grow with F-concentration, e.g., The linear free hole density deserves a closer examination. It is linearly proportional to the Fermi momentum by the relation λ = 2k F /π for each partially unoccupied valence band.
By the detailed calculations and analyses, λ has no simple relation with concentration except for one-adatom adsorption. A single F in a unit cell can create almost one free hole for any adsorption positions (Table 1) , i.e., it attracts one electron from the bonded carbon atom because of rather strong electron affinity. The metallic 4-, 6-, and 8-adatom adsorptions can present two or one free holes in a unit cell, respectively, corresponding to the spin-degenerate and spin-split energy bands in Fig. 2 (non-magnetism and ferro-magnetism). However, only the lower carrier case is revealed in zigzag systems (Figs. 3(b) and 3(f); Table 1 ). In addition, when the fully unoccupied π-electronic valence states are taken into account, each F adatom just contributes one hole in a unit cell. The F-doped GNRs are in sharp contrast with the alkali-doped systems. 46 The latter belongs to n-type metals even for the 100% adatom concentration. Each alkali adatom generates one conduction electron from the outermost s orbital by means of the significant alkali-C bond, being independent of adatom distributions.
This will lead to very high conduction electron density.
Edge structures play a critical role in the diverse essential properties. There are certain important differences between zigzag and armchair systems in band structures without or with fluorination. Pristine ZGNRs, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , have a pair of partially flat valence and conduction bands nearest to E F at small k x 's, corresponding to wave functions localized at the zigzag boundaries. 47 Such bands have the double degeneracy for the spin degree of freedom even if they are closely related to the anti-ferromagnetic configuration across the ribbon center and the ferromagnetic one at the same edge (discussed in Fig. 4(d) ). Their energy dispersions become strong at large k x 's. The band-edge states, which appear at When one F adatom is very close to the zigzag edge, the number of edge-localized energy bands is reduced to half in the presence of spin splitting, as shown for the (3) s adsorption in Fig. 3(b) . Furthermore, such bands intersect with the Fermi level and thus exhibit the metallic behavior (Table 1 ). They will disappear under two adatoms near both zigzag edges [(3, 30) s in Fig. 3 (c) and (3, 30) d in Fig. 3(d) ], leading to a direct-gap semiconductor ( Table   1) . As for the central two-F adsorption, the double of partial flat bands, with spin splitting, come to exist [(11, 14) should be noticed that all the metallic F-absorbed ZGNRs, being related to the spin-split partially flat bands, present one free hole in a unit cell ( Table 1 ).
The dependence of energy bands on electron spins is diversified by fluorine doping and edge. There exist five kinds of spin-dependent electronic and magnetic properties. The pristine AGNRs are confinement-induced semiconductors without spin-split energy bands and magnetism (the first kind in Fig. 2(a) and Table 1 Table 1 ).
The spin densities are mostly distributed near the edge structures except for the fifth kind (Fig. 4(f) ). When one F is situated at the armchair (zigzag) edge, the ferromagnetic spin-up configuration occurs there (the similar one is created at another one), as shown in Fig. 4(a) ( Fig. 4(d) ). This leads to a net moment of 0.47 (0.42) µ B . For two-F adsorptions near both boundaries, AGNRs exhibit the enhanced ferromagnetism across the ribbon center with 0.76 µ B (Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) ), while magnetism is absent in ZGNRs (Figs 3(c) and 3(d) ). These illustrate that F adatoms close to the armchair and zigzag edges, respectively, create and destroy the same-spin arrangement there. The pristine ZGNRs, as indicated in Fig. 4(e) ,
has an anti-ferromagnetic configuration in the absence of magnetic moment. Specifically, the coexistence of edge and center distributions is revealed in the central two-F adsorption ( Fig.   4 (f)), leading to an unusual anti-ferromagnetic configuration with a zero magnetic moment.
In addition to spin arrangements, the charge density (ρ) , the charge density difference The diverse electronic structures and magnetic configurations are clearly evidenced in the orbital-and spin-projected DOSs (Fig. 6 ). There are a plenty of special structures, in which the asymmetric and symmetric peaks, respectively, come from the parabolic and partially flat bands. When the F-concentration is below 50% (Figs. 6(a)-6 (b) & 6(e)-6(g)), the lowenergy DOS is dominated by the π bonding of C-2p z orbitals (red curves). This bonding also makes contributions to the deeper-energy DOS. The peak structures, which is due to the σ bonding of (2p x ,2p y ) orbitals, appear at E < −2.5 eV (green curves). The similar structures are revealed by the (2p x ,2p y ) and 2p z of the F adatoms (dashed blue and pink curves). The former present a sufficiently wide energy width of 2 eV, so that there exist the significant and spin-down configurations, in which they are asymmetric about E = 0, and the former predominates the occupied states of E < 0. Specifically, the partially flat bands in a pristine ZGNR can create a pair of symmetric peaks (blue triangles in Fig. 6(i) ), accompanied with an energy gap and one peak due to an extra band-edge state ( Fig. 3(a) ). This corresponds to an anti-ferromagnetic semiconductor with spin degeneracy (the fourth kind). Three are more pairs of symmetric peaks centered about in the presence of spin splitting, as indicated in Fig. 6(j) . The fifth kind of peak structure arises from narrow-gap F-absorbed ZGNRs with the spin-split anti-ferromagnetism.
On the experimental sides, STM, which can provide the spatially atomic distributions of the local nano-structures, have been successfully used to identify the unique geometric structures of the graphene-related systems, covering graphite, graphene, graphene compounds, carbon nanotubes, and GNRs. The atomic-scaled observations clearly reveal the 2D networks of local defects, 48 the buckled and rippled structures of graphene islands, 49-51 the adatom distributions on graphene surface, 52 the nanoscale width of GNR, 53 and the chiral arrangements of the hexagons on the planar edges 54 and a cylindrical surface. 55 As to Fabsorbed GNRs, the buckled structure, the adatom height, and the bond length (Table 1) deserve further STM examinations. Such measurements are very useful in the identification of the significant orbital hybridizations related to F-C, F-F and C-C chemical bonds.
ARPES is the most powerful experimental technique to examine the wave-vector-dependent band structures. The experimental measurements on graphene-related systems have confirmed the feature-rich electronic structures under the distinct dimensions. For example, the verified energy bands include an isotropic Dirac-cone structure with linear energy dispersions in monolayer graphene, 56 two pairs of parabolic bands in bilayer AB stacking, 57 the bilayer-and monolayer-like energy dispersions, respectively, at k z = 0 and zone boundary in AB-stacked graphite, 58 and 1D parabolic energy bands with energy gaps in AGNRs. 59 In addition, an edge-localized partial flat band is deduced to be associated with the zigzag-like steps on graphite surface. 60 Up to now, the ARPES measurements on the adatom-enriched unusual energy bands of GNRs are absent. The ARPES and spin-resolved ARPES 61 are available in verifying the predicted five kinds of electronic structures and magnetic configurations in F-absorbed GNRs. That is to say, the complicated relations among the finite-size effects, the edge structures, the spin configurations, and the multi-orbital hybridizations could be examined by them.
The STS measurements, with the tunneling differential conductance (dI/dV ) proportional to DOS, could serve as very efficient methods to identify the dimension-enriched special structures in DOS. They have verified the diverse electronic properties in sp 2 -bonding carbon-related systems. The measured DOSs show the splitting π and π * peaks and a finite value near E F characteristic of the semi-metallic behavior in graphite, 62 a linear Edependence vanishing at the Dirac point in monolayer graphene, the asymmetry-created peak structures in bilayer graphene, 63 a prominent peak at E F arising from partially flat bands in tri-layer and penta-layer ABC-stacked graphene; 64 the geometry-dependent energy gaps and the asymmetric peaks of 1D parabolic bands in carbon nanotubes 65 and GNRs.
The STS and spin-resolved STS could be utilized to examine five kinds of low-lying DOSs in F-absorbed GNRs, covering the finite value at E F , energy gap and spin-polarized peak 
Concluding remarks
The geometric structures, electronic and magnetic properties of F-adsorbed GNRs are investigated using the first-principles calculations. The atom-dominated band structure, the spatial charge density, the spin arrangement, and the orbital-projected DOS are useful in exploring the orbital-and spin-dependent essential properties. 
